Best Practices
Best Practice 1
Title: Reading Hobby
Objective: Encouraging young minds from reading literary and scientific books.
Context:
In the era of computers and technology, the people are gradually going away from
the best practices of the all time. It is seen that the present generation is being
techno-savvy and they are ignoring the importance of reading. This activity is
initiated as one of the best practices to encourage the generation for developing
reading as Hobby.
Practice: Reading Hobby competition 2018-19
In these days the present generation has been going away from the reading culture. In
order to cultivate the reading culture among our students, the college took an initiative and
started encouraging students for reading activities apart from their curriculum and academics.
Reading Hobby competition was held on 24.01.2019 in the college premises. Students
from all the faculties attended the event. 19 students activity participated and expressed their
understanding of the book in front of all the students and staff. 15 girls and 04 boys participated
in the event.
Evidence: The outcome of the event was meticulously observed and other students are also
inspired by the event and left the hall with an assurance that they will participate next year
activity.
Problems Encountered & Resources Required
1.
When we initiated with this activity, we got a very low response. We need to put in extra
efforts in order to encourage them to participate in the event and perform their best.
2.

We required library resources and human resources as well we identified a few titles and
distributed among the students who were willing to participate actively. In addition, we
appointed three faculty members.
1. Dr. N.G. Yemekar
2. Ms. J.D. Sampale
3. Mr. D.B. Gaikwad
For the evaluation of the participants for event .

Best Practice 1

Title: Organic Agriculture
Objective: Encouraging farmers for organic agriculture
Context:

Practice:

The use of chemical fertilizers in the modern time has reached its pinnacle. The
demand of food grain and growing population ratio indicating that the farmers
have adopted modern technique of agriculture. It has severely affected our lives.
This is a learning for us now to go back to nature and initiate with organic
agriculture.
The institution initiated with this practice and created conducive atmosphere in
the year 2018-19. A special talk was arranged on the topic “Challenges for
agriculture and need of modern agriculture” delivered by Mr. Mohan Patil &
Mr. Dhanraj Bande.

